EXTERIOR FEATURES AND BENEFIT - Pursuit
Noble Select

Protected by a three-year warranty, these sidewalls have a high-gloss
gelcoat finish to prevent fading. They are also 20% lighter than wood
substrate sidewalls, provide more occupant cargo carrying capacity,
and offer three times the insulation against extreme climates.

Azdel Composite

Most manufacturers use wood sidewalls that can expand, swell, and
eventually mold. We use Azdel. It’s impervious to water, won’t rot or
mold, and, with less than a 1% chance of delaminating, it ensures the
long-term integrity of the sidewalls.

Reinforced Lamination

We vacuum bond and pinch roll every sidewall, roof and floor, then
perform a pull adhesion test. Most manufacturers just do one process
or the other, but by doing both we improve the strength and longevity
of the sidewalls

Tread Lite Power Step

The TREAD LITE power step has lightweight aluminum step treads,
automatically extends and retracts quickly and features obstruction-sensing
technology that stops deployment if any obstructions are encountered.

Exterior Entertainment System

The optional Exterior Entertainment system comes with a 32" or 50" exterior
TV depending on floorplan and DVD player for tailgating and nighttime
family movie time!

Elongated Wheelbase

We offer longer wheelbases than other motorhome manufacturers
because that means superior weight distribution. The result? Better
handling and a smoother ride that results in less driver fatigue.

Sight Rite Dash

Our dashes are angled 20 degrees forward. This increases the line of
sight for the driver, and offers the best road visibility on the market

One-Piece TPO Roof

The Pursuit is equipped with a TPO roof which comes with a 12 year
warranty on the skin. The skin is 36% lighter than competitive membranes
and is easier to repair in case of damage.

Digital Owner’s Manual

Our owner’s manuals are easy to access through the Coachmen
website or our free app. Supplemented with videos, PowerPoints, and
more it’s got all you need to know about your coach.

INTERIOR FEATURES AND BENEFIT
Beauflor Flooring

Soft Close Drawer Guides

Laminated Beauflor runs throughout the coach. This floor is glued
down and is slip, stain and cold cracking resistant. The absence of
carpet allows for lower maintenance.
The locking mechanism on the drawers decrease the chance of
drawers flying open while in transit and prevent slamming and
damage

Drop Down Bunk

The VERY popular drop down bunk is standard on every plan. The drop down
bunk can hold up to 300 lbs. and can be used for extra sleeping or storage
since it does not have to be all the way down in order to use it. The depth
and length allows for adults and kids of all sizes to fit

Solar Privacy Shades

Solar privacy shade blocks out all sunlight and UV Rays allowing for privacy at
night and a cooler coach in warmer climates.

Williamsburg Furniture

Chef's Choice Galley

Upgraded and very fashionable furniture packages are standard in every
Pursuit. Each sofa folds into a bed allowing for additional sleeping.

The galley has a stainless steel sink and tile backsplash which not only
look attractive but also are easier to clean and maintain than
wallboard or plastic sinks.

